A Review of Recent Developments in Preparation Methods for Large-Area Perovskite Solar Cells
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Abstract: The recent rapid development in perovskite solar cells (PSCs) has led to significant research interest due to their notable photovoltaic performance, currently exceeding 25% power conversion efficiency for small-area PSCs. The materials used to fabricate PSCs dominate the current photovoltaic market, especially with the rapid increase in efficiency and performance. The present work reviews recent developments in PSCs’ preparation and fabrication methods, the associated advantages and disadvantages, and methods for improving the efficiency of large-area perovskite films for commercial application. The work is structured in three parts. First is a brief overview of large-area PSCs, followed by a discussion of the preparation methods and methods to improve PSC efficiency, quality, and stability. Envisioned future perspectives on the synthesis and commercialization of large-area PSCs are discussed last. Most of the growth in commercial PSC applications is likely to be in building integrated photovoltaics and electric vehicle battery charging solutions. This review concludes that blade coating, slot-die coating, and ink-jet printing carry the highest potential for the scalable manufacture of large-area PSCs with moderate-to-high PCEs. More research and development are key to improving PSC stability and, in the long-term, closing the chasm in lifespan between PSCs and conventional photovoltaic cells.
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1. Introduction

Fossil fuels must be replaced by clean and renewable energy in order to reduce environmental pollution and meet an increase in global energy demands [1–4]. Solar energy is one of the most encouraging, abundant, green, and renewable sources for decreasing or even replacing traditional energy in the future. The energy provided by the sun in one hour is sufficient to supply the Earth’s needs for an entire year [5].

Various innovative photovoltaic technologies have been developed to capture and convert solar energy into electricity, but affordable solar cells with high power conversion efficiency are needed. One of the frontrunner technologies uses inorganic and organic hybrid compounds (CH₃NH₃PbX₃, X = I, Br, Cl) with the crystal structure of perovskite. Photovoltaic solar cells utilizing such light absorbers are called perovskite solar cells (PSCs). Some of the PSCs’ favorable attributes compared to conventional solar cells such as the silicon-based rigid modules include ease of fabrication [6], diversity in device architectures [7], small energy band gaps, high carrier mobility [8], panchromatic sunlight
absorption, superior carrier diffusion length, and long carrier lifetimes [7,9]. Unlike silicon, which only absorbs light near the red end of the visible light spectrum, perovskites can be tuned to absorb different wavelengths (https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/29/1027451/perovskite-solar-panels-hype-commercial-debut, accessed on 8 February 2022). However, PSCs tend to display poor long-term stability due to the natural instability of the active perovskite layer. The lifespan of PSCs is severely reduced by exposure to water, heat, oxygen, and light (https://resources.system-analysis.cadence.com/blog/msa2021-the-pros-and-cons-of-halide-perovskite-solar-panels, accessed on 8 February 2022). The power conversion efficiency of PSCs is generally lower than for comparable conventional silicon solar cells and drops with increasing size, which is a huge disadvantage for commercialization efforts. PSC power conversion efficiency is also dependent on the quality of the perovskite layer, which in turn is dependent on the synthesis method deployed. This leads to wide variability in reported PSC performance, further compounding the PSCs’ commercialization challenge.

The reader is referred to the works of [10–13] for the structures (Figure 1) and characteristics of PSCs, the classifications of different materials used to enhance PSC performance, and the encapsulation materials and methods related to PSCs. A thorough analysis of PSCs’ chemical stability is provided by [6,8,10,13], and the reader is advised to consider these works. The working principle of PSC architecture is as follows: the perovskite layer absorbs the incident light, and produces electrons and holes that are extracted and carried by electron transport materials (ETMs) and hole transport materials (HTMs), respectively, which are finally collected by electrodes, forming PSCs [11].

Figure 1 shows the archetypal PSC structures, including the mesoporous structure in Figure 1a, the planar heterojunction structure in Figure 1b, and the inverted planar heterojunction structure in Figure 1c. The PSCs with standard configurations have a transparent, conductive, oxide (TCO)/blocking layer ETL/perovskite absorber layer/HTL material/gold (Au). The perovskite absorption layer absorbs light and generates charges while light is incident on the PSC. The photon energy creates pairs that diffuse and separate through electrons’ and holes’ selective contacts, as shown in Figure 1d [14]. Once electrons and holes are present at the cathode and anode, an external load can be powered by connecting a circuit to the cell.

Figure 1. Structural configurations of perovskite solar cells: (a) mesoporous structure, (b) planar heterojunction structure, (c) inverted planar heterojunction structure, and (d) schematic diagram of electron and hole transportation [15]. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry.
The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of PSCs has reportedly risen from 3.8% to more than 25% over the past few years, surpassing established thin-film solar cells, such as CuInGaSeCdTe [16]. However, most high PCEs of PSCs have been reported for cells of small areas, from 0.04 to 0.2 cm² [17], and also for those manufactured by spin coating methods of areas ~0.1 cm² [18–20]. Few researchers have attempted to manufacture large-area solar cells. For PSCs to be evaluated for practical commercial applications, large-area cells (minimum active area > 1 cm²) must be fabricated cost-effectively and achieve PCEs comparable to small-area cells.

Perovskite materials and preparation methods for large-area modules are essential for scalable deposition [21]. According to Kim et al., the two main challenges are currently preventing the synthesis of larger efficient PSCs and limiting the maximum device area to a few cm². These challenges include a severe decrease in perovskite film quality and uniformity for sizes greater than 1 cm² and the nearly linear rise in series resistance with cell area [22].

Wang et al. cited the drop in PSC efficiency accompanying the device’s enlargement as a stumbling block to PSCs’ commercial application and attribute the inefficiencies to each functional layer’s imperfections in coverage, uniformity, and flatness, which arise from the solution processing method. Wang et al. questioned the high PCEs reported by some researchers for small-area PSCs since measurement errors normally increase as the active cell area decreases [12]. According to these authors, the second challenge for the commercialization of PSCs is poor stability, which worsens with the increase in cell size. The third challenge reported by Wang et al. is the cost of PSCs with PCEs being >20% higher, since they have to be manufactured from costly materials, such as Spiro-OMeTAD, Au, using costly vacuum deposition technology.

Despite the fact that spin coating has been extensively used to fabricate a dense and uniform perovskite film for PSC modules, film uniformity declines significantly as cell size grows, leading to very poor PCEs and limiting the development of large-area PSCs [22]. Most recent research has focused on fabrication methods for large-area PSCs [10,22–26]. Apart from spin coating, other PSC fabrication methods include spray pyrolysis, dip coating [23,27,28], two-step interdiffusion [29,30], chemical vapor deposition, ink-jet printing, atomic layer deposition, and blade coating deposition [31–34]. These methods will be discussed in detail, with supportive diagrams provided where necessary.

Figure 2 from the NREL website shows the best solar cell efficiencies reported so far [35]. Certified PCEs as high as 25.5% were attained from single-junction PSCs with active areas of 0.0937 cm². However, the present average PCE for PSCs larger than 10 cm² (minimodules) is 18.04% (19.276 cm²) [36], which falls below the PCE of a 79 cm² silicon PV cell, which is 26.7%. Figure 2 shows nearly 50 articles published during the past years, including research on the PCEs of mesoporous and planar (usual and inverted) structural large-area PSC minimodules, of which the typical active area is from 10 to 100 cm²; the five cases with sizes larger than 100 cm² are labeled.
In this review, several recent developments in the preparation methods used to fabricate large-area PSCs are discussed, as well as the scalable preparation methods, advances in these methods, and associated advantages and disadvantages. Methods used to improve PSC’s PCE and stability, and some additional methods and factors regarding large-area PSCs and graded bandgap PSC modification, are also reviewed. Advances in these critical areas are crucial to perovskite photovoltaic (PV) technology’s future success. Therefore, future perspectives on the synthesis and commercialization of large-area PSCs are provided at the end.

2. Large-Area PSC Preparation Methods and Fabrication Technologies

There are three critical factors for successful PSC commercialization: performance, cost, and stability. Improvements in device architecture and fabrication processes that have improved device performance have also resulted in PSC commercialization becoming an unstoppable trend. Commercialization of PSCs is now gradually being realized with the establishment of pilot production lines for perovskite photovoltaic devices possessing good performance and manufactured cost effectively using established techniques. However, device stability has continued to be an issue for researchers and industries.

Thin metal–organic perovskite films have traditionally been fabricated through solution-processed spin-coating, which permits fast iteration, optimization, and research development but is not a scalable technique for fabricating photovoltaic cells. The critical requirement for a scalable production method is low cost, which consists of capital expenditures for the necessary equipment as well as operational expenditures, including energy usage, material costs, the cost of post-treating production waste, and quality control [27,37,38]. Since the cost of contemporary PSC materials is negligible due to their ready availability, the costs of PSC manufacturing are dominated by capital expenditures and lowered by higher and faster throughputs [39]. Due to the different substrate materials, it is essential to distinguish between rigid and flexible PSCs when studying their synthesis methods. The large-area solar cell preparation methods shown in Table 1 have been successfully used to manufacture flexible and rigid PSCs [16,40,41]. Perovskite thin-film fabrication methods are divided into solution processing and vapor deposition methods.
Table 1 shows the different methods in each of these clusters. In contrast, Figure 3 shows the graphic timeline on thin-film PSC fabrication methods for inorganic and hybrid halide perovskites developed by [42] shows that for the five years, most researchers have mainly focused on solution-based then vacuum base method.

![Figure 3. Timeline for application of vacuum deposition methods vs. solution processing methods in the fabrication of inorganic and mixed halide perovskites. The symbology legend defines fabrication methods used; reported National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) record efficiencies, modules, and multi-cation/multi-halide compositions [42]. Copyright 2020 American Institute of Physics.](image)

**Table 1.** Large-area perovskite thin-film fabrication methods used in the current work [15,17,23,40,41,43].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution Processing Method</th>
<th>Vapor Deposition Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>Vacuum thermal evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink-jet printing</td>
<td>Co-evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin coating</td>
<td>Sequential evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot-die coating</td>
<td>Flash evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade coating/Knife-over edge coating</td>
<td>Vapor assisted solution process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum flash-assisted solution process</td>
<td>Chemical vapor deposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some conclusions can be drawn from the two cluster methods in Table 1 and related works of literature:
1. In recent years, vacuum thermal evaporation has lost its position as the fabrication method of choice.
2. Spray coating and blade coating have also seen a reduction in use by PSC researchers.
3. PSC researchers have increasingly adopted ink-jet printing and slot-die coating.
4. PSC researchers are working on overcoming the technological impediments to the synthesis and commercialization of large-area PSCs.
5. Not all perovskite thin-film fabrication technologies have been used to create large-area solar cells despite some methods such as thermal evaporation having significant scalability potential.

6. In recent publications, the slot-die coating has demonstrated the highest PCE for large-area PSCs, implying that it has a high potential for ushering in PSC commercialization.

Progress in the fabrication of large-area PSCs indicates that PSC commercialization is now a reality. As a matter of fact, Saule Technologies, a startup from Poland, launched the world’s first industrial production line of solar panels based on groundbreaking perovskite technology in May 2021. The company manufactures perovskite solar modules on thin, flexible substrates, in a variety of different colors, using a novel, room-temperature ink-jet printing procedure invented by one of the company co-founders, Olga Malinkiewicz. Malinkiewicz developed this fabrication technique in 2013 while still a Ph.D. student at the University of Valencia in Spain and this work was published in Nature Photonics in 2013 [44].

2.1. Spin Coating

Spin coating is a batch method in which a liquid film is spread by centrifugal force onto a rotating substrate [45]. The method has been extensively used to manufacture small PSCs of about 0.1 cm² and large-area devices of 1 cm². This method is categorized into one-step and two-step processes. Perovskite devices fabricated through spin coating have reached PCEs of over 9.4% [46].

Spin coating has potential for the production of moderately large-area PSCs if evaporation of the solvent can be closely regulated [2,40], and this has been demonstrated by the authors of [47], who prepared a large-area perovskite film of 57 cm². The two-step sequential processing method provides better performance than the one-step method for perovskite deposition. In addition, film quality can be enhanced through controlled crystal growth and the post-annealing time [32,48].

2.1.1. One-Step Spin Coating Method

Organic halide salts (such as MAI and formamidinium iodide (FAI)) and lead halide salts (such as PbI₂, PbBr₂) are mixed and dissolved in a solvent such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF). The mixed precursor solution is coated on the conductive, electron, or hole transport layer and the absorber, followed by annealing [6,15,49,50], and the perovskite films form as shown in Figure 4a.
2.1.2. Two-Step Spin Coating Method

Halide organic and lead halide salts are dissolved in DMF and isopropanol, respectively. Next, the lead halide solution is spin-coated on the ETL/HTL, and then it is annealed. The MAI solution is then spin-coated on a lead halide surface and annealed by interdiffusion to obtain the perovskite films. Jiang et al. used a two-step spin coating method on 1 cm² PSCs and obtained 20.1% PCE. These authors managed to control the residual PbI₂ on the perovskite surface, as shown in Figure 4c [54].

2.1.3. Advantages of the Spin Coating Method

With this method, the preparation process is not complex, and the chemistry and thickness of the perovskite film can be regulated [21]. As shown in Figure 4a,b [51,52], precursor solutions that comprise polar aprotic solvents with high boiling points, for instance DMSO or DMF, can be used since the solvents can commonly be removed by centrifugal force while the substrate is spun at high revolutions per minute.

2.1.4. Disadvantages of the Spin Coating Method

With spin coating, the quality and uniformity of perovskite films decrease sharply with increasing area [21]. Issues relating to the control of stoichiometry and crystallinity have arisen due to the incomplete reaction of the precursor solution and the annealing process in the one-step solution-processing method. The spin coating method was found to be related to poor perovskite film homogeneity and to be incompatible with large-area and large-scale production [55]. The solution process and other conventional processes need lead as a precursor. However, more than half of spin coating solutions are wasted during perovskite film synthesis [56,57]. Conventional antisolvents, such as chlorobenzene, are ineffective with large-area spin coating and produce nonuniform perovskite films [23].
2.2. Spray Coating Methods: Spray Printing, Spray Deposition, Spray Pyrolysis, and Ultrasonic Spray

Spray coating is a low-temperature and low-ink-concentration coating method that is suitable for large-area technology and it is a widely used deposition method in the industry [16]. It is an easily scalable method for fabricating large-area thin perovskite films. Perovskite film obtained through this method displays high uniformity over large areas. Spray coating is accomplished through a series of four distinct activities, as shown in Figure 5a: production of the ink droplets, placement of the droplets on the substrate, amalgamation of the droplets into a wet film, and film drying. Of all the scalable methods, spray coating is the most diverse. It presently encompasses two methods of deposition: one-step and two-step. One-step film deposition solutions comprise aprotic solvents [16,58–60]. Two-step methods use metal salts deposited by either spray coating or spin coating in an aprotic solvent lacking an acidic proton and hydroxyl and amine groups [40,61].

Spray coating is the fastest process by which a subjected fluid can be automatically driven to exhibit capillary waves and obtain a scalable substrate [21]. It is based on the atomization of a fluid and the depositing of the atomized fluid droplets onto a suitable surface. Atomization can be generated through various methods: high flow gas, ultrasonic stimulation, or cavitation of the ink itself [60,62]. The aforementioned atomization methods are generally scalable.

![Figure 5.](image_url) (a) Schematic of concurrently pumped ultrasonic spray coating for perovskite precursor deposition [59]. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b,c) Schematic representation of the mega-sonic spray-coating process and J–V curves of PSCs, respectively [63]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley and Sons. (d) Schematic diagram of the spray coating process [64]. Copyright 2016 The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ultrasonic spray coaters are the latest technology for efficiently preparing various functional thin films for photovoltaic cells [65,66]. Liquid thin-film coating technology has been developed for different applications.

Organic salts are deposited on the substrate by spray coating or immersion in an alcohol solution, using isopropanol as the solvent [67–70]. The results vary depending on the method of perovskite solution deposition employed. The single-step deposition method has been used in compositions encompassing MAI, lead iodide, and iodide chloride varieties [67,71]. The solvents used were DMF, DMSO, gamma-butyrolactone (GBL), DMF-DMSO, and GBL-DMSO; some studies used processing additives such as hydrogen...
iodide (HI) [71]. The highest reported PCE for perovskite films made through this method was 18% for small-area samples and 15.5% for the maximum device area of 40 cm² [64].

Robert et al. reported the device area with the highest efficiency and good morphology without using an ultrasonic spray coater [61]. They used single-cation (MAI) mixed halide for perovskite preparation by spray coating on a preheated substrate, and this showed excellent crystallization morphology [58,60]. Ultrasonic atomization plays a crucial role in nucleation, metal polyhalide complex formation, solution optimization processes, and temperature control.

Kim et al. developed devices using the antisolvent spray coating method, which allows high-quality perovskite film to be deposited over a large area. An FTO/glass/bl-TiO₂/m-TiO₂/perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD/gold 16 cm² device on the cellular level, as opposed to the module level, was created via the modified solution process in combination with a metal lattice. This cell device was found to be 12.1% efficient and overcame low PCE and poor film quality challenges associated with large-area PSCs [22].

Tait et al. used concurrently pumped ultrasonic spray coating for precise and fast optimization of the precursor ratios of PbCl₂, Pb(CH₃CO₂)₂·3H₂O, PbBr₂, MABr, and MAI to attain pinhole-free perovskite films with high crystallinity, and they achieved a PCE of 11.7% for 3.8 cm² modules [16,59]. Figure 5a shows the schematic diagram of simultaneously pumped ultrasonic spray coating for perovskite precursor deposition. Perovskite layers were spray-coated with DMF inks of PbCl₂:MAI and PbAc₂:MAI. This technique rapidly and precisely optimizes PSCs.

Ye et al. manufactured high-efficiency large-area PSCs using NiO-based HTLs synthesized through a spray pyrolysis method. PSCs with active areas of 1 cm² exhibited notable mean PCEs of 17.6% [72], 18.21% [73], and 19.19% [74]. A larger PSC with an active area of 5 cm² attained a mean PCE of 15.5% [75]. The PSC based on the mesoscopic TiO₂/Al₂O₃/NiO/carbon framework showed a PCE of up to 15.03% [76]. Using a recent facile spray deposition method for CuI film, PSCs exhibited a mean PCE of 17.6% and excellent device stability [77]. The method frequently used in large-area C·TiO₂ for electron transport material fabrication is spray pyrolysis deposition [34,77–82]. Compared to the traditional spin coating method, the pyrolysis spray deposition method produces a denser TiO₂ film, lessening material loss and deposition time, which results in desirable low-cost production.

Nanomaterial spray coating has been widely investigated as a means for developing semi-transparent devices due to its simple process. For example, using transparent electrodes of spray-coated silver nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and the respective composites, small 0.25 cm² entirely solution-processed, semi-transparent PSCs with more than 10% PCEs were successfully fabricated [83–87].

2.2.1. Advantages of the Spray Coating Method

PSC devices can be manufactured cheaply, in large quantities, rapidly, and with low material wastage [16]. Ultrasonic spray coaters are the modern technology to be developed [66], having more uniform droplet size as well as better airflow and spray cone control. Other advantages of the spray coating method compared to the conventional antisolvent dropping method include less antisolvent usage, rapid distribution of the antisolvent, faster supersaturation, even nucleation, and better uniformity over a large area.

2.2.2. Disadvantages of the Spray Coating Method

Overall, the PV performance of PSCs synthesized by spray coating is poorer than that of PSCs synthesized by blade or slot-die coating. Thus, the spray coating method needs to be optimized for large-area perovskite film fabrication [23]. The deposited perovskite film morphology appears to be low across all single-step research, with nonuniform crystallization, mostly dendritic, and the absence of full coverage of the underlying transport layer [40]. This results in PV cell devices having lower open-circuit voltages, short-circuit currents, and fill factors compared to their spin-coated
counterparts, possibly emanating from low shunt resistance [58,60]. Other undesirable traits of this method include surface defects, overspray, and challenges with controlling the film thickness [88].

2.3. Slot-Die Coating Method

Slot-die coating is a process in which ink is metered through a microfluidic metal die machine. The die is machine structured with a thin channel to spread ink over a moving substrate surface [45]. A graphic depiction of the process is shown in Figure 6.

The surface is typically a bendable substrate such as plastic. The head is generally positioned horizontally on a roller to negate the effects of gravity on the fluid in the head and to control wet film formation during high-speed coating (Figure 6, right). The head is positioned vertically over a glass substrate or flattened surface (Figure 6, left). The wet film formation depends on geometry, web speeds, and the fluid feeding rate. Therefore, coating processes depend on the wet film’s thickness, chemistry, and stable microfluidic boundary conditions that are affected by its geometry [89]. Slot-die coating has traditionally been a popular method in the organic PV community based on its non-viscosity and low boiling point resulting from fully enclosed environmental deposition. The composition fluctuations due to solvent evaporation loss can be mitigated. Sheet-to-sheet slot-die coating is a non-contact film synthesis method based on pumping a precursor solution over a die with a definite split, as illustrated in Figure 7a. Slot-die coating makes use of an uninterrupted supply ink reservoir with a thin slit to smear ink over the substrate, and the film thickness can be controlled [90,91].

Zhao and Zhu fabricated four different PSC devices with four different deposition methods: spin coating, blade coating, spray coating, and slot-die coating [91]. Figure 7b shows that all other conditions were kept constant [92]. The slot-die-coated active layer achieved the highest average PCE and an 18% reverse J–V sweep, as shown in Figure 7b. Gao et al. used this method compatible with potentially large-scale, roll-to-roll commercial processes, as illustrated in Figure 7c, and achieved an average PCE of 15.57% [92]. Galagan and co-workers fabricated large-area PSCs of 168.75 cm² and 149.5 cm² by slot-die coating and obtained average PCEs of 11.1% and 11.8%, respectively, as shown in Figure 7d [93].
2.3.1. Advantages of the Slot-Die Coating Method

Solvent evaporation loss can be improved by using high-precision materials film, accelerating PSCs' industrial-scale production, and enhancing their potential commercial value. PSC devices with good replication efficiency could be processed completely via slot-die coating in ambient conditions [94]. Slot-die coating deposition methods are rapid and carried out in large, well-controlled areas with little solution waste, and they are compatible with continuous roll-to-roll technology. Therefore, slot-die coating is an excellent method of choice for fabricating large-area perovskite thin films [95–97].

![Diagram](image1)

**Figure 7.** (a) Schematic diagram of the critical steps involved in the slot-die coating of perovskite thin films, (b) J–V curves of PSCs layer deposited by slot-die coating, blade coating, spin coating, and spray coating [90]. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) The slot-die coating process for preparing MAPbI3 films [92]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier. (d) 15.24 cm² perovskite module and current–voltage (I–V) curve, respectively [93]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.

2.3.2. Disadvantages of the Slot-Die Coating Method

The deposition of precursor solutions on a hot substrate at 90 °C causes the instant formation of large black crystal-like perovskite films. Slot-die-coated perovskite has been reported to have high roughness in the resulting films [32,98]. Loss of MAI was observed at substrate temperatures higher than 110 °C, and PSC devices prepared at such high temperatures had lower PCEs [94,95]. The risk of partial delamination of the perovskite film from the TiO2-blocking layer is higher than with spin-coated films [94,97]. Therefore, this method is less appropriate for modifying the active area [2,32,97].

2.4. Blade-Coating Method

Blade coating is a method in which a blade moves across a surface or vice-versa in the case of roll-to-roll coating [45,99]; it is also known as doctor-blading and knife-over-edge coating. The blade spreads pre-dispersed ink and forms it into a thin liquid film, as shown in the schematic diagram Figure 8. The film is then dried, creating a solid thin film. This is the most used synthesis technique for fabricating large-area perovskite films. It has been used in several PSC studies to synthesize high-performance cells with areas of over 10 cm². Various studies have demonstrated that the perovskite film quality can be enhanced by controlling the processing temperature [100,101]. Recently, additives have been utilized to realize dense perovskite films with smaller pinholes and homogeneous crystal morphology [102,103]. Blade coating has been commonly used as a single-step deposition

Razza et al. used this method to fabricate a PSC module with an active area of 10.1 cm² and recorded an average PCE of 10.4% [34], while previously, these authors reported a PCE of 4.3% for a cell area of 100 cm² [34]. Gao et al. reported a method for fabricating ultra-long nanowire arrays and highly oriented CH₃-NH₃PbI₃ thin films in ambient environments. This method integrated large-scale roll-to-roll micro gravure printing and doctor blading to fabricate perovskite nanowires of 15 mm in length [110].

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the in-situ doctor blading method for fabricating CH₃NH₃PbI₃ films. (a) CH₃NH₃PbI₃ solution dropped before the doctor blade is brought close to the substrate. (b) CH₃NH₃PbI₃ crystal nucleate and growth during doctor blading. (c) The magnified schematic in (b). (d) CH₃NH₃PbI₃ crystal film is growing with the movement of the doctor blade, and large-area CH₃NH₃PbI₃ film was formed on the substrate. (e) Schematic of CH₃NH₃PbI₃ photodetector synthesized through doctor blading [111]. Copyright 2017 Elsevier.

Preheating the substrates is known to accelerate the blade coating process and prevent the development of acicular crystals in the perovskite films, as shown in Figure 9a [99]. Huang et al. sped up liquid-layer drying at room temperature by introducing a nitrogen knife (N₂ knife) after a fixed distance and applying a nitrogen flow, as shown in Figure 9b. This innovation produced a certified PSC module of 63.7 cm² effective area and with a mean PCE of 16.4% [112]. Figure 9d shows a J–V curve of the high-performing PbI₂-TBP-PS device that obtained average efficiencies of 20.49% [113] and was fabricated through a two-step sequential blade-coating method.
2.4.1. Advantages of the Blade-Coating Method

This process offers close control of the separation between the blade and the substrate as well as the treatment temperature. It is a relatively simple method compared to the other single-direction coating methods. It is the cheapest small-scale PSC preparation method with the most adjustable and cost-effective film deposition tunable to specific applications [40,114]. Blade-coated perovskite films are indeed polycrystalline, homogeneous, and pinhole-free, and they show long-lived photoluminescence [115,116].

2.4.2. Disadvantages of the Blade-Coating Method

This method reportedly has a problem of significant inconsistency in blade coating quality. In its simplest form, blade coating does not use a fully enclosed ink reservoir, as is the case with the other solution processing methods. As ink chemistry may change over time [40], control of solution chemistries is required to improve the grain growth, nucleation temperature, and crystallization temperature [34,115–117].

2.5. Ink-Jet Printing Method

This is a non-contact printing method with direct control of ink deposition, which greatly reduces material utilization and waste. Quintilla et al. reported the fabrication and optimization of multipass inkjet-printed PSCs [118]. The perovskite film’s thickness and grain size were carefully controlled during multipass ink-jet printing with MAPbI₃ ink, producing PSCs with a high average PCE of 11.3% [118].

Ink-jet printing is a method through which a microfluidic cavity is subjected to pressure change, thereby causing the solution to jet out of a microfluidic nozzle. This pressure change can be created through various methods, including thermal and structural sources acting on the microfluidic nozzle. Most ink-jet printing methods demonstrate piezoelectricity of the ink-jet printhead based on a micro-electro-mechanical system, which provides controllable microfluidic jetting through a silicon-etched nozzle. Ink-jet printing, such as ink-jet printers, uses numerous jetting nozzles in a single mobile print head to control the planar thin film thickness and improve the reliability and speed, as shown in...
the schematic diagram in Figure 10a [119]. For comparison purposes, Figure 10b shows the $J-V$ characteristics of inkjet-printed and spin-coating-based PSCs [119].

Images of PSCs with a PCE of 13.27% at 4.0 cm² effective area that was based on printed CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ are shown in Figure 10c [120]. Other researchers who fabricated large-area PSCs through ink-jet printing innovations include Song et al., who employed a two-step printing technique to chemically engineer a lead-iodide precursor ink before reacting this ink with MAI vapor, producing MAPbI$_3$. The resultant PSC device, which measured 2.02 cm² in area, yielded a PCE of 17.74% (Figure 10d) [121].

Figure 10. (a) Schematic diagrams for continuous ink-jet printing methods. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry [119]. (b) $J-V$ characteristics of ink-jet printing and spin coating-based PSCs [121]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier. (c) Schematic diagram of PSC fabrication through ink-jet printing with vacuum annealing [120]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley and Sons. (d) $J-V$ curves of PSCs on ink-jet printing with active area 2.02 cm² [121]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.

2.5.1. Advantages of the Inkjet-Printing Coating Method

This method permits direct modelling of the printed layers, removing the necessity for laser etching of photoactive films as required in a PV module fabrication. Generally, single-step deposition produces poor deposit morphology, possibly due to the overlap of droplets, which can alter nucleation and chemical concentration due to dissolving and recrystallizing films [120,122,123]. However, similarly to spray coating, two-step ink-jet processes produce better deposit morphology and larger grains [121,124].

Ink-jet printing enables modified intricate cell shapes for particular functions, such as wearable or small utility power sources and building-integrated photovoltaics [125]. Saule Technologies use this method to manufacture 1 m wide perovskite BIPVs and electric vehicle charging ports at a commercial scale. Thus, it is a very scalable technique for fabricating PSCs. A significant advantage of continuous and other ink-jet printing systems is the absence of a need for physical contact or critical spacing between the jet and the substrate, making it appropriate for printing on uneven, curved, or pressure-sensitive surfaces. Further, the method can use any adequately fluid and conductive material or solute that is soluble in a conducting fluid. While all methods allow 2D freedom of design, ink-jet printing offers faster turnover, and a system can be created or changed without delay [126].
2.5.2. Disadvantages of the Inkjet-Printing Coating Method

For titania-based PSCs, ink-jet printing of the compact TiO₂ films is difficult because of the hydrolysis of sol-gel precursor ink at room temperature, which leads to nozzle blockage. Depositing a thin, defect-free, consistent, and unbroken film on the rough FTO substrate surface is challenging, and the film reportedly destabilizes and becomes inhomogeneous upon drying. The c-TiO₂ layer mostly affects the device’s fill factor [125] because ink crystallizes quickly during printing, and the printed perovskite film becomes discontinuous, with increasing defects. This strictly limits the application of ink-jet printing technology to the fabrication of perovskite photovoltaic devices [127]. The major disadvantage of the ink-jet process is the unavoidable waste of ink-jet material during deposition. Even though undesirable droplets of printing material can be collected in a drain and recycled to become part of the printing ink, this used ink may become contaminated [126].

2.6. Vacuum Flash-Assisted Solution Method

The vacuum flash-assisted solution (VAS) method allows fast and well-controlled removal of the solvent. In so doing, it promotes rapid crystallization of the perovskite precursor phase [128]. Figure 11a shows the necessary steps of perovskite film fabrication using the VAS method. The perovskite precursor solution composition, FA₀.₈₁MA₀.₁₅PbI₂.₅₁Br₀.₄₅ comprising DMSO with a nominal Pb to DMSO ratio of 1:1, was initially spin-coated on top of a mesoporous TiO₂ film [129].

Grätzel et al. used a VAS method to manufacture high-efficiency large-area PSCs [17]. Figure 11a illustrates the nucleation and procedures during perovskite film formation via vacuum flash-assisted solution processing (VASP). The authors fabricated perovskite films with larger crystal sizes than those fabricated using standard solution processing techniques (Figure 11b), and the resultant PSCs attained a peak PCE of 20.5% for an area of 1 cm² [17].

2.6.1. Advantages of the Vacuum Flash-Assisted Solution Method

Upon thermal annealing, the precursor phase produces highly oriented, crystalline perovskite films of excellent electronic quality that can be grown on various substrates. The VAS method is readily scalable to the industrial level and eliminates hysteresis in the J–V curves [130,131]. Li et al. found the VAS method versatile concerning precursor components and perovskite composition variations [17]. The perovskite thin films deposited through vacuum methods offer the advantages of the sublimed materials’ intrinsic purity, controlled film thickness, and low substrate-fabrication temperature. The latter is essential for the compatibility of perovskite technology with plastic electronics and the fabrication of lightweight, flexible devices using traditional inorganic solar cells in the form of tandem devices. Additionally, a significant benefit lies in avoiding the toxic solvents employed for perovskite solution processing [132].

2.6.2. Disadvantages of the Vacuum Flash-Assisted Solution Method

The resultant perovskite films are amorphous or have poor crystalline structures, which causes low charge-carrier transport [133]. Despite the good PCEs, large-area PSCs made through this process suffer from poor stability [57].
2.7. Chemical Vapor Deposition Method

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an established, low-cost, and highly efficient technology for fabricating various semiconductor materials from gases. Compared to the PSC device fabrication process using the spin coating method, CVD methods produce significantly higher device performance, as shown in Figure 12a. The CVD variants include dual-source evaporation [134], vapor–solid reaction [135], and the vapor-assisted method, [14]. Liu et al. fabricated high-quality and uniform perovskite films using the dual-source co-evaporation method [134]. This method is reliant on high temperatures and high vacuum conditions. Alternatively, the vapor–solid reaction method can be used as a substitute, which deposits the perovskite film at a low temperature (Figure 12b) [135]. Chen et al. used this method on a 64 cm² PSC device and obtained a mean PCE of 6.0% over an active area of 1.5 cm² [135].

2.7.1. Advantages of the Chemical Vapor Deposition Method

This particular method produces films of uniform thickness over a large area. It has the potential to be used commercially for growing films with more complex perovskite compositions for high-performance PSCs [40]. Vapor-based methods are well known and used widely in the coating and semiconductor industry [132,136]. Multizone CVD provides accurate control of the pressure, gas flow rate, MAI temperature, and substrate, enhancing the process’s reproducibility [137]. Interestingly, the CVD method uses air at atmospheric pressure as the carrier gas, which is advantageous for commercial production [136,138] due to it optimizing the crystallization kinetics, mostly through in situ annealing under an organic vapor atmosphere [132].
2.7.2. Disadvantages of the Chemical Vapor Deposition Method

The perovskite films prepared through this method are amorphous with a flawed crystalline nature, which causes low charge-carrier transport [139], similarly to those produced by the vacuum flash-assisted solution method. Vapor deposition processes require specific vacuum pressures, increasing operating costs [57].

![Figure 12.](a) Schematic diagram of double source co-evaporation [15]. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Schematic of vapor–solid reaction method [135]. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.

2.8. Sequential Evaporation Method

This method involves the separate vapor deposition of multiple film layers on top of each other and the subsequent conversion of these multiple film layers through diffusion and recrystallization. First, the metal halide layer is deposited on top of the conductive glass and then on the organic halides, as shown in the SEM images in Figure 13. The sequential deposition demonstration of MAPbI perovskite films showed a significantly lower small-scale PCE of 5.4% for a device without a hole-transferring layer [140]. However, this method might not be ideal for optimum commercial scaling as the throughput and alternating evaporation might slow material utilization. The highest efficiency achieved for sequentially evaporated PSCs was 17.6% for small-area devices; this was accomplished by optimizing the system’s pressures through the evaporation steps, which also had a binding effect on the morphology [141].

Figure 13 shows SEM images of perovskite films fabricated through a 240 nm metal halide reaction. In the solution-processed two-step method, a final perovskite film thickness of 480 nm was observed in the medium and high organic halide pressure samples [142].

2.8.1. Advantages of the Sequential Evaporation Method

Chen et al. observed that when optimized, this method could lead to well-performing PSCs of 15.4% efficiency for small-area devices [15,132]. Compared to solution processes, vacuum evaporation produces homogeneous and dense films with high replicability and close thickness control. It permits the manufacture of multilayer films without chemical alteration of the primary layers, allowing the synthesis of heterojunction devices with high performances [143]. Furthermore, this method is useful for fabricating a tandem cell structure as it averts solvent damage to the layers beneath the perovskite film [23].

2.8.2. Disadvantages of the Sequential Evaporation Method

This method might prove difficult for commercial scaling as the throughput and material of the alternating evaporation might slow utilization. Vacuum application results in high costs, as is also the case with the other vapor-based methods [57].
2.9. Co-Evaporation Method

This method is the most applicable vacuum-based process for several applications. The perovskite films are prepared inside a high-vacuum chamber with a pressure of $10^{-5}$–$10^{-6}$ mbar, where the precursor solutions are loaded in separate crucibles and heated to their corresponding sublimation temperatures [132]. Co-vapor-deposited PSC films are smooth and homogeneous, with modules achieving high PCEs of 16.5% [130]. Additionally, the method enables the preparation of multilayer films and is completely compatible with conventional semiconductor manufacturing methods.

Li et al. positively demonstrated the scalability of thermally co-evaporated MAPbI$_3$ layers in PSCs. As shown in Figure 14a, MAPbI$_3$ film deposited, by means of the thermal co-evaporation process, as the absorbing layer achieved a PCE of 20.28\% with a 0.16 cm$^2$ active area, and had minimodules of 21 cm$^2$ active area, attaining (at that time) record PCEs of 19.13\% [144], as shown in Figure 14b.
2.9.1. Advantages of the Co-Evaporation Method

Perovskite crystallite grain size appears significantly smaller with this method, which leads to smoother films. Co-evaporation takes advantage of sublimated compounds’ intrinsic purity and enables close control of perovskite film chemistry and thickness [130]. The perovskite film can be completely synthesized without any thermal treatment if inorganic–organic precursors are stoichiometrically balanced, which is essential for temperature-sensitive substrates such as plastic foils. Elimination of the annealing step enables the deposition of perovskite solution on any molecular transport material [132]. Perovskite films prepared through this process are more homogeneous, with greater adhesion to substrates than those prepared through spin-coating. They are denser and more porosity-free and, thus, more compatible with planar solar cells [55].

2.9.2. Disadvantages of the Co-Evaporation Method

The main challenge is controlling the vaporization rate of MAI, which is due to the high vapor pressure. The process is comparatively slow and requires accurate periodical calibrations to properly maintain the deposition rate and precursor ratio [130]. As mentioned earlier, vacuum technology tends to be costly; this makes the process expensive [57]. The relatively high vapor pressure of organic cation precursors such as MAI causes the compound to condense incompletely outside the evaporation cone region [132]. Vapor-based methods for commercial perovskite optoelectronics production are not yet common because of the sophisticated infrastructures required. The process also uses a variety of vapors, making control of the precursor stoichiometry challenging [143].

2.10. Flash Evaporation Method

In this process, the perovskite materials are positioned on a metallic heater and transferred to a vacuum. A large high-current voltage is transmitted through the metal heater, which activates all the perovskite substance, causing it to swiftly vaporize and condense onto a substrate to form a thin perovskite film. Longo et al. established that the flash evaporation method could be applied for the deposition of perovskite materials, as shown in Figure 15a–c [130]. The device’s external quantum efficiency (EQE) and the perovskite layer’s UV–visible light absorption spectrum are shown in Figure 15d.

Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) layered metal halide perovskites doped with aliphatic or aromatic ammonium cations have been synthesized through this method. The hybrid film is synthesized at temperatures that are sufficiently high for the inorganic material to volatilize without deteriorating the organic part [40,130,145]. Homogeneous and smooth polycrystalline MAPbI₃ thin films of the required thickness can be achieved by carefully adjusting the process variables. The final layer’s thickness and homogeneity are attained if the metal heater is coated with the deposited material. Longo et
al. obtained a PCE of 12.2% for a PSC fabricated through this technique, as shown in Figure 15e [130].

Figure 15. (a) Schematic of the deposition of hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite thin films via flash evaporation. The precursor solution is smeared onto a tantalum foil. (b) Annealed process to obtain a polycrystalline film. (c) The coated tantalum sheet, in a vacuum chamber, evaporates to the desired substrate. (d) EQE and optical absorption in the UV–visible region, deposited by flash evaporation. (e) $J$–$V$ curve in forward and reverse bias for a device under illumination with the structure ITO/PE-DOT:PS/polyTPD/MAPbI$_3$/PCBM/Ba/Ag. The scan rate in both bias directions was 0.1 V s$^{-1}$ (a–e) [130]. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.

2.10.1. Advantages of the Flash Evaporation Method

The final film thickness is controlled by the thickness of the bulk precursor film. Perovskite films show a high degree of homogeneity and minimal surface roughness, which are essential for PSC implementation in optoelectronic devices [130]. The method is suitable for the deposition of powder precursor hybrid perovskite layers. This deposition process is scalable, additive, and quite fast, making it appealing for the industrial scale manufacture of PSCs [130]. Lead halide layers can be altered to become highly crystalline perovskite films within minutes at low-vacuum conditions with a pressure range of 1–10 mbar. Solar cells that used these perovskite absorbers showed PCEs exceeding 16% [132]. Flash evaporation technologies permit the preparation of composite structures of different organic–inorganic materials suitable for the production of tandem solar cells.

2.10.2. Disadvantage of the Flash Evaporation Method

As with all vapor-based methods, this one requires a specific vacuum level, resulting in high costs [57].

2.11. Vacuum Thermal Evaporation Method

With this method, materials are sublimated by heating them under high vacuum conditions (pressures $\leq 10^{-6}$ Pa) and allowing the resulting vapor to condense onto a cooler substrate [40]. The evaporated particles are extended under high vacuum conditions. The sublimated particles move away from the heated source in a deposition cone to reach the substrate. The film’s deposition uniformity depends on the distance from the evaporation source to the substrate. The reduced material production resulting from parasitic condensation on the vacuum chamber walls is a trade-off [40]. Large-scale manufacturing processes use linear deposition sources with a substrate that moves orthogonally through the elongated evaporation cone.
Cimaroli et al. used the vacuum thermal evaporation method to produce perovskite films for the comparison of low-temperature processed SnO\(_2\) at 185 °C with high-temperature processed SnO\(_2\) at 500 °C [146]. The device architecture (FTO/SnO\(_2\)/MAPbI\(_3\)/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au) is shown in Figure 16a; the authors achieved a PCE of 15.28%. Figure 16b shows the schematic diagram of the deposition setup. Metal halide and MAI were used as evaporation source materials [147].

Figure 16c shows the hybrid deposition method's schematic and the transparency spectra of the perovskite film deposited through the hybrid deposition method. Wang et al. used this method to fabricate a semi-transparent PSC and obtained 8.6% PCE [147]. Borchert et al. fabricated large-scale FAPbI\(_3\) film (8 × 8 cm\(^2\)), as presented in Figure 16c, and achieved a PCE of 15.8% [43], as shown in Figure 16d. This PV device achieved high charge-carrier mobility, \(\mu\), of 26 cm\(^2\)V\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\) as indicated in Figure 16c, exceptional optical properties, and bimolecular recombination constant of \(7 \times 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}\).

Figure 16. (a) The device structure of the PSC using SnO\(_2\):ETL processed at different temperatures [146]. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Schematic diagram of the hybrid deposition method [147]. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Photograph of thermally evaporated large scale FAPbI\(_3\) film on a glass substrate. Scheme of the film deposition method and the device architecture. (d) \(J-V\) curves of the FAPbI\(_3\) PSC under different scan directions (c,d) [43]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

2.11.1. Advantages of the Vacuum Thermal Evaporation Method

This is the simplest and most widely employed vacuum deposition method. The thermal evaporation method is scalable and suitable for the industrial fabrication of PSCs. No solvent is used in this fabrication method. The materials can be consistently coated on substrates, especially ultrathin layers. The film thickness can be tightly controlled by monitoring the deposition rates of each precursor substance. The thermal evaporation method is well-suited for the characterization methods available under ultrahigh vacuum [43,148].

2.11.2. Disadvantages of the Vacuum Thermal Evaporation Method

If outsized vacuum chambers are used, the comparatively long distance between the source and the substrate diminishes the deposition rate and increases material wastage. The material deposition rate also fluctuates, which is a significant disadvantage. Vacuum technology is quite costly, lowering the attractiveness of this method [149]. Currently, the
PCEs of PSCs synthesized through concurrent multisource deposition lag behind those of their solution-processed counterparts, and solution processing tends to have a much lower equipment entry barrier.

The poor stability of PSCs is a well-documented impediment to the commercialization of this method. Many important methods for improving PSC stability depend on additives, but these are difficult to implement during vacuum thermal evaporation. Additionally, there are multiple challenges that are peculiar to vapor deposition; for example, optimizing source evaporation rates and growth processes and negative interactions between volatile substances. Vacuum thermal evaporated PSCs tend to have exceedingly small grains, which negatively affects the device stability. Exposure to vacuum causes the degradation of both 3D and 2D perovskites. Any remaining solvent in the final perovskite film can negatively affect solar cell device performance \[148\].

2.12. Multi-Flow Air Knife Method

Gao et al. fabricated highly efficient PSCs composed of a perovskite film dried using the innovative multi-flow air knife (MAK) method in ambient conditions, as illustrated in Figure 17. Through this method, these authors produced large-grain, homogeneous, and pinhole-free perovskite films of 4.98 nm thickness. The same authors subsequently achieved a PCE of 11.70% for large-area PSCs with an active area of 1 cm² and obtained a high PCE of 17.71% with an active area of 0.1 cm² \[150\], suggesting that the MAK method is promising. However, this high PCE was achieved by optimizing the airflow rate to 300 L min⁻¹ and the distance between the air knife and the substrate surface to 1 mm.

![Figure 17.](image)

Figure 17. (a) Schematic diagram of the perovskite solution film drying process using the MAK method. (b) Photograph of a single piece of perovskite film prepared by means of the MAK method. (c) Cross-sectional schematic diagram of the MAK setup. (d) SEM surface image of perovskite film prepared using the MAK method. (e) Cross-sectional SEM image. (f) Structure diagram of planar perovskite solar cell \[150\]. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
2.12.1. Advantages of Multi-Flow Air Knife Method

The MAK method is very effective for drying solution films without limitations in terms of solvent types and film dimensions. It can, therefore, be readily adapted to large-area PSCs. Devices also show excellent replicability with high-quality films. Thus, this method promotes low-cost mass production, highly efficient PSCs, and high-quality perovskite films [150].

2.12.2. Disadvantages of Multi-Flow Air Knife Method

According to Gao et al., air-assisted flow is unsuitable for drying large-area solution films in ambient air since it results in inhomogeneous morphologies and blurry, wavy crystalline structures. The authors concluded that the space between the MAK and the solution film should be carefully controlled. If it is greater than 1 mm, the perovskite films develop significant pinhole porosity with otherwise crystalline grains morphing from uniform, compact, and isometric to large dendritic crystals [150]. This anomaly worsens with increasing separation between the MAK and the liquid surface. The airflow rate must also be optimized to the liquid surface distance for a defect-free perovskite film. This requires a finely tuned process control system, which adds to the capital cost of the equipment.

Table 2 encapsulates the successful large-area PSC application of the thin film fabrication methods discussed in this paper, as reported in published articles. Insights from the table are as follows:

1. In terms of the sizes of fabricated large-area PSCs, the ranking in descending order is—slot-die coating (168.75 cm²) → blade coating (100 cm²) → spin coating (57 cm²) → co-evaporation (21 cm²) → spray coating (16 cm²) → ink-jet printing (4 cm²) → chemical vapor deposition (1.5 cm²) → multi-flow air knife and vacuum flash-assisted deposition are tied (1 cm²). Figure 18 graphically illustrates this observation.

2. In terms of the PCEs of fabricated large-area PSCs, the ranking in descending order is—vacuum flash-assisted deposition (20.5%) → spin coating (20.1%) → co-evaporation (19.3%) → spray coating (18.21%) → ink-jet printing (17.74%) → blade coating (16.4%) → slot-die coating (11.1%) → multi-flow air knife (11.7%) → chemical vapor deposition (6%). Figure 18 also graphically illustrates this observation.

3. In terms of the preferences of PSCs researchers, the ranking in descending order is—spray coating → spin coating → blade coating → ink-jet printing → vacuum flash-assisted, chemical vapor deposition, co-evaporation, and multi-flow air knife.

4. While the PSCs have had similar structures, the materials used (Figure 19) and device sizes have been significantly variable, thus contributing to the widespread variability in experimental results. It would be interesting to see, for example, researchers replicating the same materials if possible. Still, with different perovskite film fabrication methods, the performances of large-area PSCs of the same size can be compared in a standardized way. As it is, there is a great deal of information on PSCs, but it is rather disparate, which has the undesired outcome of delaying the universal commercialization of this important PV technology.
Figure 18. Comparison of published successful large-area PSCs deposition methods, PCE values, and device areas (all ≥ 1 cm²) discussed in this current work.

Figure 19. Comparison of published successful large-area PSC device structures, PCE values, and device areas (all ≥ 1 cm²) discussed in this current work.
Table 2. Summary of published applications of various thin film deposition methods in the fabrication of large-area PSCs, with device areas ≥1 cm², discussed in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition Method</th>
<th>Device Structure</th>
<th>Device Area (cm²)</th>
<th>PCE%</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum flash-assisted</td>
<td>FTO/bl-TiO₂/m-TiO₂/perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>FTO/bl-TiO₂/m-TiO₂/perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade coating</td>
<td>FTO/c-TiO₂/nc-TiO₂/perovskite/P3HT/Au</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin coating</td>
<td>ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin coating</td>
<td>FTO/NiO/perovskite/C60/BCP/Ag</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin coating</td>
<td>FTO/SnO₂/perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>FTO/CH₃NH₃(I-xBr-x)/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>FTO/TiO₂/3-xClₓ/PTAA/Au</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>FTO/c-TiO₂/m-TiO₂/MAPbI₃/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>FTO/NiO/MAPbI₃/PCBM/BCP/Ag</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>FTO/NiO/perovskite/PCBM/Ag</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.21</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot-die coating</td>
<td>FTO/c-TiO₂/m-TiO₂/MAPbI₃/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>149.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>[93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade coating</td>
<td>ITO/PTAA/MAPbI₃/fullerene(C60)/BCP/metal cathode</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade coating</td>
<td>FTO/SnO₂/(FAPbIₓBr₁₋ₓ)/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>[113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink-jet printing</td>
<td>FTO/TiO₂/MAPbI₃/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.27</td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink-jet printing</td>
<td>FTO/c-TiO₂/m-TiO₂/MAPbI₃/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>17.74</td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical vapor deposition</td>
<td>ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI₃/PCBM/C60/BCP/Al</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>[135]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-evaporation</td>
<td>FTO/SnO₂/MAPbI₃/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-flow air knife</td>
<td>FTO/TiO₂/CH₃NH₃I/p-Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>[150]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin coating</td>
<td>FTO/c-TiO₂/m-TiO₂/perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>[151]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin coating</td>
<td>FTO/NiO/MAPbI₃/PCBM/Ag</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>[152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray coating</td>
<td>FTO/NiO/perovskite/PCBM/BCP/Ag</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>[153]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Prospects for Large-Area PSC Thin Film Fabrication Methods

Senthil and Kalaiselvi suggest that drop-casting is a potentially scalable fabrication method for PSCs films [154]. Drop casting is analogous to spin coating, with the main difference being that substrate spinning is unnecessary, and there is improved utilization of materials. The resultant film thickness can be controlled by varying the dispersion volume and the particle concentration, but the solvents should be volatile and readily wet the substrate. The major advantage of drop-casting is that it is a fast and cheap method to produce thin films on large substrates. The major disadvantage of drop-casting is the difficulty of having a uniform evaporation rate across the substrate, which causes discrepancies in film thickness and crystallinity. This method has been utilized in the past with the pioneering application for perovskite thin-film reported in 2013, but has not been used much in recent years [42].

Other methods that could find application for PSC thin film fabrication in the near future include electrospray deposition, the sol–gel technique, and the molecular precursor method (MPM). These three methods are relatively new compared to the other methods discussed earlier and noted by Philipus et al., who are active in research areas in the thin-film fabrication of energy materials [155]. However, MPM is the most promising of the three considering that it can be readily integrated with established fabrication methods such as spin coating and spray coating. Furthermore, MPM thin films of metal oxides require low annealing temperatures compared to the sol–gel method and have been shown to have much finer crystals with better uniformity. The graphic timeline on thin-film fabrication methods for inorganic and hybrid halide perovskites developed by [42] shows that in the previous five years, researchers have mainly applied solution-based methods in the fabrication of PSCs, as shown in Figure 3. These methods are slot-die coating, inkjet printing, blade coating, spray coating, and spin coating. Co-evaporation and single
source-vacuum deposition are the only vacuum-based deposition methods that have been used recently in PSC thin film fabrication. The same authors point out that ink-jet printing, blade coating, spray coating, and slot-die coating are capable of surmounting the challenges in the fabrication of large-area PSCs; for example, ensuring the scalability and uniformity of deposits across the device. Therefore, if there are to be quick innovations in fabrication methods for PSC thin films, the focus should be on these solution-based methods. Furthermore, these innovations can be small optimizations or incremental steps since the methods have successfully produced PSCs of high PCE.

Flexible PSCs

There is heightened research activity in the area of flexible PSCs, which has yielded high-performing cells with the added advantage of light weight [154]. Flexible solar cell technology is driven by the pursuit of inexpensive mass production and thin, lightweight PV modules to enhance the integration of solar cells on any surface or structure, whether rigid, curved, or flexible, for portable and indoor electronic devices. These authors credit the development of various low-temperature methods that have been developed for fabricating high-performing electronic selective layers to the fact that flexible PSCs are constructed of flexible substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate, which cannot be processed at temperatures exceeding 200 °C. The high efficiency of flexible PSCs results from the low-temperature electronic selective layers and the high-quality perovskite absorber characteristics that include grain size, trap density, charge transport, and carrier lifespan. Nevertheless, compared to rigid PSCs, flexible PSCs have much lower PCEs despite being fabricated through similar deposition processes for the perovskite absorber film. Thus, innovative deposition methods are necessary to attain high PCEs of perovskite films, particularly for large-area flexible PSCs. The quality of the perovskite film for flexible PSCs can be upgraded considerably by incorporating an additive dimethyl sulfide into the perovskite precursor solution, which refines the grain size and crystallinity. This is how the highest reported PCE of 18.40% for flexible PSCs was attained, and it is anticipated that large area flexible PSCs can attain a PCE of 13.35% [156].

4. Strategies to Improve the PCE of Large-Area PSCs

The PSC device performance is generally affected by moisture, oxygen, temperature, and illumination. Therefore, many researchers have developed significant technologies to improve the PCEs of large-area PSC devices. The first method is the modification of perovskite’s chemical composition, including solvent engineering [157], interfacial engineering, bandgap engineering [157–160], bandgap adjustment, and the increasing of the charge generation [54,78,145]. The second method is the enlargement of perovskite’s grain size [95,98,122,161]. The third method involves modifying the interface [2,162–165], which reduces interface contact, resistance interface, and surface recombination and increases the short-circuit current [145,166]. Asghar et al. included additives in layers, charge-selective contacts, interfaces (ETL perovskite and HTL perovskite), fabrication methods, and electrical biasing [167].

4.1. Solvent Engineering

Solvent engineering is regarded as the most prevalent method applied in one-step deposition processes. Paek et al. established an antisolvent deposition method built on one-step spin coating [168], which consists of dripping a non-coordinate solvent such as toluene onto the perovskite film while spinning; this is presented in Figure 20. This method produces tremendously smooth and uniform perovskite films. These researchers achieved PSCs with a PCE of 20.3% using trifluorotoluene as the antisolvent. However, this method is hindered by the toxicity and high cost of trifluorotoluene, toluene, and chlorobenzene in mass production. A non-toxic and low-priced antisolvent is essential to
regulate the perovskite crystallization process in order to produce superior quality films and controllable morphologies [168].

Huang et al. established a technique for the rapid development and crystallization of perovskite films by adding hydrobromic acid to the perovskite precursor solutions. In this scenario, the halogen ion and a substantial donor can interact strongly with Pb$^{2+}$ to form a uniform solution, which facilitates the rapid growth of high-quality perovskite films. The addition of HBr reduced the crystallization time. The fabricated PSCs had lesser current leakages and improved surface coverage, resulting in a mean PCE of 15.76% [169]. Nevertheless, the perovskite film grains were still small and not compact enough to attain higher PCEs. Gao et al. added formamidine acetate salt to the perovskite precursor solutions to enhance the perovskite film crystal quality and morphology. These authors fabricated highly homogeneous perovskite films with low trap states and uniform morphologies, using 5 mol% formamidine acetate. The resultant cells achieved a mean PCE of 18.90%, corresponding to a 3.0% improvement in the PCE over those doped with HBr. It was also proven that formamidine acetate can successfully improve perovskite’s film morphology and crystalline quality, leading to high PSC performance [170]. Additive engineering is a widespread method that is appropriate for many perovskite deposition methods.

Wang et al. utilized a one-step anti-solvent deposition method utilizing diisopropyl ether as a dripping solvent to produce highly uniform and crystalline CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ perovskite films. PSCs produced through the anti-solvent deposition method with diisopropyl ether solvent had an average PCE of 17.67% and a highest PCE of 19.07% [171] compared to perovskite films fabricated using toluene, chlorobenzene, or chloroform. Therefore, diisopropyl ether is the most appropriate solvent for the anti-solvent deposition method.

Rai et al. introduced the one-and-a-half step deposition method for mixed-cation perovskites molded in a submicron-sized grid structure for semi-transparent PSCs. The preliminary perovskite phase is formed in one step using the grid pattern. The next step involves immersing the pre-deposited perovskite grid into a hot solution of FAI in isopropanol. The second step improves the pore filling, crystal quality, and size. It also decreases the amount of left-over PbI$_2$ and improves the PSC photophysical properties. An average PCE of 10% was attained with a gold contact for the best semi-transparent solar cell made using this innovation by these researchers [172].

Yang et al. discussed a method for depositing high-quality FAPbI$_3$ films with crystallization via the direct intramolecular exchange of DMSO molecules introduced in PbI$_2$-FAI. This method yields FAPbI$_3$ films with (111)-preferred crystallographic orientations, coarse-grained compact microstructures, and even surfaces devoid of residual PbI$_2$ [142]. The FAPbI$_3$-based PSCs that were fabricated yielded a maximum PCE greater than 20%.

Incorporating caesium into perovskite precursor solutions results in triple-cation perovskite compositions that have better thermal stability, fewer phase impurities [173,174], and are less affected by the fluctuating temperatures of the variable surroundings, solvent vapors, and heating protocols. These traits are needed for the commercialization of PSCs. Saliba et al. demonstrated the utilization of three cations, Cs, MA, and FA, and fabricated triple-cation perovskites of the generic form Cs$_x$(MA$_{0.17}$FA$_{0.83}$)(100$-x$)Pb(I$_{0.83}$Br$_{0.17}$)$_3$. This method enables more reproducible device performances, reaching the highest stable PCE of 21.1% [175].

PSCs in which Br was added to the mixed halide displayed improved stability after 30 days, while PCE in cells without Br dropped by 20% from the initial. The equimolar Br/I devices produced a PCE improvement of 37%. This jump in PCE may have resulted from the rearrangement of PSCs’ 3D conformation over time [176,177]. Based on these methods, high-quality perovskite films with good morphology can be obtained through solvent processing by the following means: applying sophisticated engineering of the solvent, varying the annealing temperature, adjusting the processing additives, and annealing the solvent [21,178]. Additives such as arsenic are commonly introduced into perovskite precursor solutions to improve film crystallinity.
First-rate (defect and pinhole-free) large-area perovskite film is required for PSCs to achieve high PCEs because the defects and pinholes result in electrical leakage, decreasing the Voc and FF and reducing the PCE. Kim et al. established a one-step spin-coating method that utilizes a high temperature and short-time annealing (HTSA) process and produced pinhole-free perovskite films with grain sizes >1 mm. These authors obtained PCEs of 18.32% with HTSA-400 °C and 13.56% with HTSA-100 °C on a 1 cm² PSC device [151]. Grätzel et al. used the VAS method to manufacture perovskite films, producing perovskite films with grain sizes of 400 to 1000 nm. The PSC device fabricated and tested by Grätzel et al. had an aperture area exceeding 1 cm² and a certified PCE of 19.6% [17]. Zhou et al. used an MA gas treatment to generate smooth, homogeneous, and full coverage MAPbI₃ perovskite films [179]. A PCE increase from 5.7% to 15.1% was observed, which resulted from improved film morphology.

A notable advance was made using MAPbI₃ perovskite nanocrystals as light absorbers to manufacture a solid-state mesoporous PSC with a peak PCE of 9.7% [180]. Etgar et al. synthesized a high-performance hole-transport, material-free TiO₂/MAPbI₃/Au PSC with a PCE of 10.49% [181], while Snaith’s group developed a planar thin-film PSC with a PCE of 12.3% [173,174]; the PCE improved to 17.9% and then to 20.1% [142]. These authors also reported on an ambient and solution-processable ionic liquid, [BMIM]BF₄, used as a protective layer and an active electron modification coating for the production of high-performance PSCs. Additionally, the authors reported a remarkable PCE of 19.30% at 1 sun illumination and a record-setting indoor PCE of 35.20% (active area of 9 mm²), the highest PCE recorded for indoor PSCs [20,182,183].

4.2. Interfacial Engineering

This method can enhance interface contact, alleviate charge carrier recombination, and intensify carrier collection, which are significant to achieving high-performance and high-stability PSCs [20,54,184,185]. Interface engineering comprises doped plasma etching, self-assembled monolayers, and an interface buffer layer. Doping improves the electrical performance of the charge transport layers, enhancing carrier concentration and movement [15,183,186,187].

Notably, many researchers have demonstrated the efficiency of interfacial engineering as a strategy to eliminate amorphous structures and suppress the hysteresis of PSCs. Around half of all publications on thermally evaporated PSCs do not report on the presence of hysteresis and do not present J–V characteristics scanned in all voltage directions. Interfacial engineering serves as a means of passivation of interfacial defects and suppression of ion migration or interfacial reactions [149].
4.3. Bandgap Engineering

Ergen et al. produced a novel PSC design that attained a steady-state average PCE of 18.4%, with a best steady-state PCE of 21.7% and a peak PCE of 26% [188]. This innovative PSC had a one-atom-thick layer of hexagonal boron nitride and combined two mixtures of perovskite materials in a high-performance, graded bandgap tandem solar cell. The first mixture was constituted of methyl, ammonia, tin, and iodine, whereas the second mixture contained lead and iodine doped with bromine. The first mixture was graded to absorb 1 eV infrared light, while the latter absorbed 2 eV photons [11].

Grätzel et al. utilized Mg-Li co-doped NiO as HTL and Nb-doped TiOx as an ETL material to fabricate a large-area PSC, as shown in Figure 21a, and achieved a PCE of 15% [152]. Figure 21b shows a cross-sectional SEM image of the device, and the band alignments of related functional layers are shown in Figure 21c. Chemical molecular engineering of the perovskite materials can be used to control the bandgap of the perovskite film and achieve an ideal bandgap that is needed in PSCs for high PCEs.

![Figure 21](image)
Figure 21. The PSCs’ structure and band alignments: (a) Diagram of the cell configuration highlighting the doped charge carrier extraction layers. (b) A high-resolution cross-sectional SEM image of a complete solar cell. (c) Band alignments of the solar cell [153]. Copyright 2015 American Association for the Advancement of Science.

5. Future Perspectives on the Synthesis and Commercialization of Large-Area PSCs

PSCs can be easily manufactured at a lower cost compared to standard solar cells [10,22–24,189,190]. Hence, increased research on the scalable manufacture and commercialization of large-area PSCs is envisaged. Most PSC perovskite film fabrication will likely be conducted using blade coating, slot-die coating, and ink-jet printing, as observed by [34,36], because solution processing technology represents the lowest-cost production method for thin-film PSCs [7]. While these methods are well established (not only for PSC
production), research efforts could also be targeted at driving down the PSC production costs associated with these methods; for example, ink wastage associated with ink-jet printing.

Saule Technologies has commercialized building-integrated photovoltaic PSCs, electric vehicle charging ports, and PSCs for Internet of Things (IoT) applications. BIPV is one of the rapidly developing segments of the photovoltaic industry and current global climate action as espoused by the 26th United Nations Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) of 31 October 13 November 2021. One goal of COP26 is to secure global net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 and keep a 1.5 °C increase in average global surface temperature within reach. Reducing the energy consumption of buildings is one of the ways to achieve net-zero, and PSC BIPVs could be one of the cheapest solutions in the medium to long term. Therefore, it is plausible to expect more companies to come on board and produce similar plus other PSC-based products. There will likely be a more significant financial investment in commercial PSC manufacturing by individuals, corporations, and governments as more climate finance is available to fight the effects of climate change and help achieve net-zero. By and large, PSCs and module failure modes are very much a black box despite the rapid degradation and poor stability associated with these devices. Predictably, there could be problems with the first generation of commercial PSC products, which will only be encountered after wide-scale and long-term usage. This will spur more research and development efforts and grow the PSC industry to resolve those issues.

It is expected that ongoing research to improve PSC performance and stability will continue. These two aspects are also critical for the commercialization of these photovoltaic cells, and several studies [95,160,161,165] have exploited the various opportunities for increasing the PCE and stability of PSCs. These opportunities include optimizing solvent processing and engineering, varying the annealing temperature, adjusting the processing additives, and annealing the solvent [21,178].

Nevertheless, there are three main obstacles to the full commercialization of PSCs. First, the poor stability of the perovskite material needs to be addressed for long-lasting, stable power output. Second, the harmful Pb²⁺ waste and pollution [191,192] generated by the perovskite materials’ irreversible degradation need to be constrained and managed. This calls for increased research and development focused on the maximization of the stability and the minimization of the environmental impact of current commercial PSC technology. Third, the PSCs’ performance needs to be enhanced to fulfill the needs of industrial-scale fabrication and real-life applications. It is possible to use valence state replacement to select suitable non-toxic elements using first-principle-based calculation to meet these challenges. As shown in Figure 22, the Pb element can be replaced with either homovalent elements such as Sn, Ge, and Cu or heterovalent elements such as Sb and Bi [193].

Apart from Saule Technologies, two other photovoltaics manufacturing companies producing commercial large-area PSCs are the United Kingdom-based Oxford PV and Microquanta Semiconductor based in Hangzhou, China. Oxford PV is integrating perovskites into combined perovskite–silicon cells with PCEs as high as 29.5%. The PCEs of Oxford PV far surpass the 10% reached by Saule Technologies’ PSCs, which are much cheaper to produce. On the other hand, Microquanta Semiconductor manufactures rigid solar panels composed of perovskite cells encapsulated in glass [https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/29/1027451/perovskite-solar-panels-hype-commercial-debut/, accessed on 8 February 2022. This illustrates that different manufacturers will opt for different approaches in the synthesis and commercialization of PSCs, and obviously, the products will cater for different needs and markets. It is highly probable that any company that ventures into the commercial manufacturing of PSCs will adopt one of the three concepts discussed here or will develop concepts that are more or less derivatives of these three.
Research on lead-free PSCs is expected to rapidly advance to meet commercial development needs. Metal-halide-based perovskites, specifically Bi, Sb, and their derivatives, are becoming increasingly important [194]. Bi is a non-toxic element with comparable characteristics and ionic radius to Pb and has consequently been used to substitute Pb in PSCs. Bi-based perovskite materials have good stability, supported by the tolerance factor’s stability prediction. These materials also possess high absorption coefficients, which are synonymous with excellent sunlight absorption in photovoltaic applications. Some studies have used Bi as an encapsulation layer on lead–halide PSCs to stem corrosion [195], but this does not solve the toxicity problem.

Some researchers have enhanced the bandgaps and absorption abilities of bismuth perovskites by modifying the chemical composition of the starting materials [196]. These chemical composition modifications warrant further studies, bearing in mind that bismuth perovskites could be what the industry needs to successfully commercialize PSCs. The photovoltaic performance and comprehensive experimental defect characterization of lead-free perovskites such as Bi perovskites [197,198] have not been studied, meaning there are insufficient data on such PSCs for large-area fabrication. Subsequently, the expectation is for more studies on these topics with the aim of commercially fabricating lead-free, large-area PSCs.

A SciVal Research Area Trends Report on Bismuth Perovskites, generated on the 12 June 2021, lists a few scholarly publications on bismuth perovskites, illustrating the infancy of this PSC study area [199]. Thus, the next few years could see a spike in the number of studies and scholarly output on the fabrication of large-area Bi-halide perovskites and attendant issues such as stability, surface deposit morphology, PCE, and other photovoltaic applications for lead-free perovskites.
6. Conclusions

This paper reviewed several scalable fabrication methods available for the commercial production of perovskite thin films for large-area PSCs. The methods discussed were spray coating, slot-die coating, blade coating, ink-jet printing, vacuum flash-assisted solution, chemical vapor deposition, sequential evaporation, co-evaporation, flash-evaporation, vacuum thermal evaporation, and multi-flow air knife. These methods have different costs and produce perovskite layers of varying quality (homogeneity, morphology, and thickness gauge), stability, and PCE. Since a scalable fabrication method’s critical requirement is low cost, vacuum-based methods could be dismissed based on vacuum technology’s high cost; however, several trade-offs need to be considered. As reported in this paper, several innovations aim to improve PSCs’ PCE. These innovations target the modification of perovskite’s chemical composition, the improvement of perovskite’s film quality, as well as interface engineering.

Regarding all the methods reviewed in this paper, blade coating, slot-die coating, and ink-jet printing offer the most attractive prospects for the scalable manufacture of large-area PSCs with high PCEs. Blade coating is relatively simple compared to the other single-directional coating methods and has the most adjustable cost-effective deposition tunable to a specific application. Slot-die coating demonstrated the highest PCEs for large-area PSCs in recent publications. Ink-jet printing allows for direct modelling of the printed layers, enables modified complex cell geometries for specific applications, and offers rapid turnover. The choice of a fabrication method for the scalable manufacture of large-area PSCs with high PCEs is difficult. Still, the three methods discussed here are all solution-based instead of vapor deposition methods, which should simplify the choice. Improvements in the process parameters of these fabrication methods have been shown to improve the PCEs of PSCs and the perovskite film quality. For instance, inkjet printing advances in printing parameters, such as speed and ink–substrate separation distance, have produced good results in small-area PSCs at the laboratory scale. If these successes can be translated to large-area PSCs, and the toxicity and stability issues of halide perovskites are solved, then universal commercialization of PSCs can be realized. PSCs have a high potential to achieve low-cost production compared to the conventional photovoltaic technology that needs high energy and vacuum to prepare solar cells. The interchange between the low cost and high performance of PSCs is a critical issue that must be considered in device intensification. The only company that has started commercial production and marketing of PSC photovoltaic devices has suppressed production costs by utilizing inkjet printing, but the trade-off has been a modest PCE of 10%. However, other manufacturers, scientists, researchers, energy experts, and consumers might have a dim view of that sacrifice in photovoltaic performance. After all, are PV cells not meant to harness as much solar energy as possible?
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**Abbreviations**

- **PSCs**: Perovskite Solar Cells
- **PSC**: Perovskite Solar Cell
- **PV**: Photovoltaic
- **ETMs**: Electron Transport Materials
- **HTMs**: Hole Transport Materials
- **HTL**: Hole Transport Layer
- **ETL**: Electron Transport Layer
- **SEM**: Scanning Electron Microscope
- **TCO**: Transparent Conductive Oxide
- **FTO**: Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide
- **PCE**: Power Conversion Efficiency
- **EQE**: External Quantum Efficiency
- **NREL**: National Renewable Energy Laboratory
- **CVD**: Chemical Vapor Deposition
- **MAI**: Methylammonium Iodide
- **FAI**: Formamidinium Iodide
- **DSMO**: Dimethyl Sulfoxide
- **DMF**: N, N-dimethylformamide
- **GBL**: Gamma-butyrolactone
- **HI**: Hydrogen Iodide
- **CNTs**: Carbon Nanotubes
- **I-V**: Current-Voltage
- **J-V**: Current Density-Voltage
- **Voc**: Open-Circuit Voltage
- **Jsc**: Short Circuit Current
- **FF**: Fill Factor
- **VAS**: Vacuum Flash-Assisted Solution
- **VASP**: Vacuum Flash-Assisted Solution Processing
- **MAK**: Multi-Flow Air Knife
- **HTSA**: High temperature and short-time annealing
- **MPM**: Molecular Precursor Method
- **μL**: Microliter
- **Spiro-OMeTAD**: C$_8$H$_{16}$N$_4$O$_8$
- **Cu**: Copper
- **In**: Indium
- **Ga**: Gallium
- **Se**: Selenium
- **Cd**: Cadmium
- **Te**: Tellurium
- **GBL-DMSO**: Gamma-Butyrolactone Dimethyl Sulfoxide
- **BIPVs**: Building-Integrated Photovoltaics
- **IoT**: Internet of Things
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